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Quantum state preparation is an important ingredient for other higher-
level quantum algorithms, such as Hamiltonian simulation, or for loading
distributions into a quantum device to be used e.g. in the context of
optimization tasks such as machine learning. Starting with a generic “black
box” method devised by Grover, which employs amplitude amplification
to load coefficients calculated by an oracle, there has been a long series
of results and improvements with various additional conditions on the
amplitudes to be loaded, culminating in Sanders et al.’s work which
avoids almost all arithmetic during the preparation stage. In this work,
we improve upon Sanders et al. in two aspects: we reduce the required
qubit overhead from g to log2 g in the bit precision g (at a cost of slightly
increasing the count of non-Clifford operations), and show how various
sets of coefficients can be loaded significantly faster than in O(√N) rounds
of amplitude amplification—up to only O(1) many—by bootstrapping the
procedure with an optimised initial state.
1. Introduction
The ability to prepare an arbitrary quantum state is a fundamental building block for
many higher-level quantum algorithms, for instance in sparse linear algebra calculations
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[HHL09], quantum walks [Kem03; San08; BC09], machine learning and optimization
[Bra+17; Bra+19], and quantum chemistry or condensed matter simulation [BCK15;
Cod+12]. Starting with Grover [Gro00], a series of techniques have been developed,
based on amplitude amplification [SS06; San+19; PB11] for the black box regime, or
alternative approaches [Mot+04; Ara+20; GR02] in case the amplitudes are known
à priori. Yet aims and limitations considered in these two regimes differ: generic
black box algorithms allow loading amplitudes that stem from oracle subroutines, and
others only prepare states for a particular set of amplitudes that has to be known from
the outset. Furthermore, precision, requirements in terms of ancillas or intermediate
measurements, or restrictions that have to be placed on the amplitudes to be loaded are
not standardised, and vary from case to case.
In brief, quantum state preparation addresses the task to transform an amplitude
vector α = (α0, . . . , αN−1) into a quantum state close to
1
‖α‖2
N−1∑
i=0
αi |i〉 or 1√‖α‖1
N−1∑
i=0
√
αi |i〉 .
The first “linear coefficient” problem, as dubbed by [San+19], is the one we consider in
this work as the generic quantum state loading task.
If the amplitudes αi are all known beforehand, circuits that hard-code the given
data into gates can be developed [Mot+04; Ara+20]. Such circuits are naturally much
more shallow than generic black box state preparation; as shown in [Mot+04], to
load an N-amplitude state requires a circuit depth of O(N). In [Ara+20], the authors
trade this depth (which is exponential in the number of qubits) for N ancillas, and an
O(log2 N) depth; yet this tradeoff has to be taken with a grain of salt, as long-range
gates, when broken down to an e.g. linear (or grid-like) qubit topology require ∼ N
swaps to be performed throughout, and the resulting state is left entangled with the
ancillas, i.e. a superposition of states |i〉 |ψi〉 instead of just basis states |i〉. Furthermore,
learning-based methods exist that yield circuits which approximately produce the target
state, for instance based on generative adversarial neural networks [ZLW19]. Since the
ansatz circuit can be chosen freely, depending on the required accuracy ciruit depths
less than O(N) and without additional ancilla requirements can be achieved.
Instead of the case where the amplitude vector α is known from the outset, the focus
in this paper is on black box algorithms based on oracles access to α: as is common,
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the procedure for creating such a state is based on the existence of an oracle Uα, which
acts on a bipartite state
Uα |i〉 | j〉 = |i〉 | j ⊕ Ai〉 , (1)
where we assume Ai is a g-bit approximation to αi, and | j〉 is a g-bit register. With
the aid of amplitude amplification, this oracle is then raised to an overall procedure to
produce a state with amplitudes close to α.
Of particular interest in the era of near-term, noisy, intermediate scale quantum
devices [Pre18] is a technique that saves resources wherever possible—in particular
one that is conservative in terms of qubit counts and circuit depth; restrictions that
will continue to set limits what we can realistically run in the short to mid term.
While it is debatable whether any algorithm based on amplitude amplification can
be executed on near-term devices while maintaining useful fidelity (due to the still
prohibitive circuit lengths), [San+19] made progress with regards to these restrictions by
devising an amplitude amplification-based algorithm that requires barely any arithmetic
within each round (beyond a few bit comparisons), and they count and compare the
non-Clifford resources necessary to prepare such a state. As a result, within each round
of amplification, their circuits are comparatively shallow as compared to before.
Yet near-term devices are not error-corrected, and non-Clifford gates are only
expensive in the context of e.g. stabilizer codes (where Clifford gates are essentially
considered free to perform, but e.g.T-gates have to be injected via magic states prepared
in T-factories). On near-term devices, circuit depth, interaction locality, and qubit
count matter much more. Furthermore, often particular gates which are based on the
physics governing the device hardware are “cheap”, such as the fSim gate [Goo+19]—an
operation exp(it(XX+YY)) particularly useful in the context of Hamiltonian simulation
[CBC20], and which e.g. allows one to perform a SWAP operation in a 2-qubit gate
depth of two instead of three.1
In this paper, we improve upon Sanders et al.’s black box algorithm by being more
frugal in terms of ancillas required for the same precision to be loaded: for instance for
amplitudes with 32 bits of precision, [San+19] require at least 34 additional ancillas,
whereas for our algorithm 5 suffice—at the cost of requiring a slightly deeper circuit.2
1This is easily seen by decomposing fSIM as iSWAP and a controlled-Z operation.
2We did not take any device topology into account in this comparison, where more ancillas often mean
more reshuffling of information, with a correspondingly higher resulting circuit depth.
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Furthermore, we significantly improve loading times for black box quantum states
if some prior knowledge about the amplitudes is known from the oracle, in particular
their average bit weight: if the amplitudes are given as a sequence of binary numbers,
the expected value of the j th bit is simply the average over all j th bits in the sequence.
An approximation to these expected bit values can be measured quickly by a few
oracle calls and one-qubit measurements. We prove that for various distributions this
additional piece of information can notably reduce the necessary number of amplitude
amplification rounds, from O(√N) to up to O(1).
Finally, we generalise our state loading procedure as a generic subroutine able to
prepare states like
N−1∑
i=0
©­«
g∑
j=1
bi jwj
ª®¬ |i〉
for some boolean matrix (bi j)1≤i, j≤g and weight vector (wj)1≤ j≤g, potentially useful as
a linear algebra subroutine, and where the same optimisations for given prior knowledge
about the bi j mentioned in the last paragraph can be applied.
2. Gradient-State Based Black-Box Quantum State
Preparation
The algorithm we propose shares similarities with [San+19]’s method, in the sense that
it is a two-step protocol based on preparation of an intermediate state which maps the
oracle’s amplitudes into an ancillary system, and a second step that collates the ancillary
amplitudes into the final form. In either step, amplitude amplification is employed to
transform one state to the other.
Yet while Sanders et al. use a large ancillary register where the 2g dimensions
represent g bit numbers on a linear scale 0, 2−g, 2× 2−g, 3× 2−g, . . . , (2g − 1) × 2−g, we
identify the ancillary dimensions with a logarithmic scale 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, . . . , 2−g. This
mapping has two advantages: i. it requires fewer qubits (dlog2 ge instead of g many),
and ii. it allows knowledge of the oracle’s average bit weight to be exploited, often
reducing the necessary number of amplitude amplification rounds below Sanders et al.
and Grover’s O(√N).
In section 2.1 we present the state loading protocol in detail, explaining the two
stages, and deriving explicit runtime bounds. Section 2.2 then contains a discussion
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of error bounds and success probabilities, and in section 2.3 we describe how the two
new ingredients that our proposal is based on—preparing the logarithmic scale in the
ancilla state, and computing a swap network that replaces Sanders et al.’s comparator
subroutine—can be constructed using few additional resources. Section 3 then discusses
how some initial calls to the oracle can be used to produce an optimised initial state that
results in a reduced number of necessary amplitude amplification rounds. We further
present comparisons for number of ancillas and non-Clifford resources in table 1, and
speedups obtained by using the optimised bootstrapping technique in table 2.
2.1. The Algorithm
Throughout the paper, ‖x‖p B (∑i |xi |p)1/p denotes the standard `p norm. Given a
discrete N-element list of nonnegative amplitudes α = (α0, . . . , αN−1) with ‖α‖2 = 1,
we let 2gAi ∈ N be a binary approximation to αi to g ∈ N bits of precision (rounded
towards zero), and let analogously A = (A0, A1, . . . , AN−1) be a g-bit approximation of
the entire amplitude vector. The j th bit of Ai is then denoted Ai j , in Little Endian order,
i.e. such that Ai0 is the most significant bit (denoting the 1/2’s); with this we simply
have Ai =
∑
j 2−jAi j . If not stated differently we assume that N = 2n for some n ∈ N;
but the construction is generalised readily to non-power-of-2 numbers (e.g. by padding
the vector α suitably by zeroes). Our goal is to prepare the state
|A〉 = 1‖A‖2
N−1∑
i=0
Ai |i〉 . (2)
How far does this state deviate from |α〉 = ∑N−1i=0 αi |i〉, in trace distance√1 − | 〈α |A〉 |2?
We first note
| 〈α |A〉 | = 1‖A‖2
N−1∑
i=0
αA
∗≥ 1‖A‖2
N−1∑
i=0
AiAi = ‖A‖2 ≥
√
1 − 2 × 2−g‖α‖1,
where in the step marked with (∗) we have made use of the fact that the Ai is rounded
towards zero. Then √
1 − | 〈α |A〉 |2 ≤ 2(1−g)/2
√
‖α‖1. (3)
In order to obtain a copy of this state |A〉 with high likelihood, we first define the
amplitude gradient state
|g〉G B
1√
2g − 1
g∑
j=1
2(g−j)/2 | j〉 , (4)
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such that e.g.
|1〉G = |0〉 , |2〉G =
1√
3
(√
2 |0〉 + |1〉
)
, |3〉G =
1√
7
(√
4 |0〉 +
√
2 |1〉 + |2〉
)
, etc.
We assume for now that this state can be prepared from a qudit ancilla |0〉 ∈ Cg with a
suitable unitary operation G (for implementation details see section 2.3.2), where we
can again for simplicity assume that g is a power of 2. A combination of Hadamard
operations and G then allows us to prepare the initial state
|s〉 B [H⊗n ⊗ G] |0〉⊗n |0〉 = 1√
N
N−1∑
i=0
|i〉 |g〉G . (5)
The Grover oracle for this setup is given by a unitary operation, defined on basis
states |i〉 | j〉 ∈ (C2)⊗n ⊗ Cg via
Uω |i〉 | j〉 = (−1)Ai j |i〉 | j〉 . (6)
In other words, Uω can compute bits of the coefficient αi , and flips the sign indicating
the j th bit of the ith index if and only if Ai j = 1. For instance on the initial state |s〉, Uω
takes the action
Uω |s〉 = 1√
N
N−1∑
i=0
|i〉 × 1√
2g − 1
g∑
j=1
2(g−j)/2(−1)Ai j | j〉 .
There is various ways such an oracle unitary with phase kickback can be constructed;
the most efficient means will depend on the target distribution α, and we will discuss
how to implement one akin to the subroutine in [GR02] in section 2.3.1; for now we
simply assume its existence.
The final ingredient is a variant of the Grover diffusion operator, namely
Us B
[
H⊗n ⊗ G] [2 |0〉〈0| − 1] [H⊗n ⊗ G]† . (7)
Defining the intermediate target state
|ω〉 B 1√‖A‖1
N−1∑
i=0
|i〉
g∑
j=1
2−j/2Ai j | j〉 (8)
we can—as a well-known step—equate both Us and Uω with two Householder
operations.
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Lemma 1. Us = 2 |s〉〈s | − 1 and Uω = 1 − 2 |ω〉〈ω |.
Proof. The first statement is trivial. To prove that Uω is also a Householder transfor-
mation, we first note that we can embed a gradient state |g〉G ∈ Cg from eq. (4) in a
larger space C2g−1, by the identification of the basis states
|g − i − 1〉 ←→ 1
2i/2
2i−1∑
k=0
|g − i − 1; k〉 .
As an example, for |3〉G , we find the mapping
|3〉G ←→
1√
7
( |0; 0〉 + |0; 1〉 + |0; 2〉 + |0; 3〉 + |1; 0〉 + |1; 1〉 + |2; 0〉 ) .
With this identification, Uω can be seen as standard Grover search on 2g − 1 bits per
element Ai; and it will flip precisely Ai signs—much like the method described in
[San+19]. The rest of the argument follows a multi-element Grover search protocol. 
Starting from an initial state |s〉, we can use Grover iterations to approach the
intermediate target state |ω〉; where we always have the option of using fixed-point
amplitude amplification in order to not overshoot the target [YLC14]. For instance, if
|ω′〉 denotes the state after fixed point amplitude amplification is applied for L1 rounds,
we need
L1 ∼ log(2/δ1)√
λ1
where δ1 =
√
1 − | 〈ω |ω′〉 |2 and λ1 = | 〈ω |s〉 |2. (9)
The parameter δ1 is thus a guaranteed trace distance to the intermediate target state that
we will reach; and λ1 indicates the overlap of the target coefficient vector α with the
initial state |s〉.
Then with eqs. (5) and (8), we have√
λ1 = 〈ω |s〉 = 1√
N
1√‖A‖1 1√2g − 1
N−1∑
i=0
N−1∑
i′=0
〈i |i′〉
g∑
j=1
g∑
j′=1
2−j/22(g−j)/2Ai j 〈 j | j ′〉
=
1√
N
1√‖A‖1
√
2g
2g − 1
N−1∑
i=0
g∑
j=1
2−jAi j
=
1√
N
1√‖A‖1
√
2g
2g − 1
N−1∑
i=0
Ai
=
√
‖A‖1
N
√
2g
2g − 1 ≥
√
‖α‖1 − 2−gN
N
. (10)
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The two extremes here are the cases where α itself is already uniform—such that
αi = 1/
√
N , which yields L1 = O(N1/4); and a delta distribution—which yields
L1 = O(N1/2). The reason why the uniform example does not already give λ = 1 is
that |s〉 does not represent a uniform intermediate target state—in fact, |s〉 just is a
uniform superposition of all possible bits, whereas a uniform superposition will likely
have Ai j = 0 for a series of higher-significance positions. We improve upon this caveat
in section 3.
How do we move from the intermediate target state |ω〉 from eq. (8) to the target state
|A〉? We must project the second register onto the gradient state; either by postselection,
or by another nested round of amplitude amplification. We note that the fidelity of
amplification in this step only increments the probability of obtaining the state |A〉; if
we succeed, we are guaranteed that we are left with that exact state, and there is no
more introduced error.
If we perform amplitude amplification, we denote with L2, δ2 and λ2 the associated
amplitude amplification parameters from eq. (9). If we define the projector Π B
1 ⊗ |g〉〈g |G , we can calculate
λ2 = 〈ω| Π |ω〉 = 1‖A‖1
1
2g − 1
N−1∑
i=0
©­«
g∑
j=1
2(g−j)/22−j/2Ai j
ª®¬
2
=
1
‖A‖1
2g
2g − 1
N−1∑
i=0
(Ai)2 ≥
‖A‖22
‖A‖1 . (11)
As Ai ≤ αi (since we round towards zero), we have that
‖A‖22
‖A‖1 ≥
‖α − 2−g‖22
‖α‖1 =
1
‖α‖1 − 2 × 2
−g +
2−2gN
‖α‖1 ≥
1
‖α‖1 − 2 × 2
−g .
With 〈ω | Π |ω〉 ≈ 1/‖α‖1, as before, we observe that the 1-norm of the coefficients α
determines the overlap, with extreme cases being the uniform distribution for which
‖α‖1 =
√
N , and delta distribution for which ‖α‖1 = 1.
Jointly together these two overlaps yield the overall runtime: we have
λ1λ2 ≥ ‖α‖1 − 2
−gN
N
(
1
‖α‖1 − 2 × 2
−g
)
=
1
N
− 2−g
(
1
‖α‖1 − 2
‖α‖1
N
− 2 × 2−g
)
≥ 1
N
− 2
−g
‖α‖1 .
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As the two amplitude amplification subroutines have to be called in a nested fashion,
we have
L = L1L2 =
log(2/δ1) log(2/δ2)√
λ1λ2
≤ log(2/δ1) log(2/δ2)
/√
1
N
− 2
−g
‖α‖1
∗≤ log(2/δ1) log(2/δ2)
(√
N +
2−gN
‖α‖1
)
,
where the last inequality marked with (∗) holds for high enough precision g such
that x = 2−gN/‖α‖1 < 1/2, and using (1 − x)−1 ≤ 1 + x for x ≤ 1/2.3 Under this
assumption, we have
L = L1L2 ≤ log(2/δ1) log(2/δ2)
(√
N +
1
2
)
. (12)
2.2. Precision and Error Analysis
For runtime estimates we already kept track of lower bounds as given in eq. (12).
Furthermore, we can independently tune the success probability δ2 which determines
with what likelihood we obtain a copy of the state |A〉, and depending on what failure
rate we find acceptable; in other words, δ2 determines with what likelihood we obtain
a state |ψ〉, δ1 controls how close |ψ〉 to |A〉 a state we obtain, and the parameter g
controls the precision of the coefficients (i.e. how close |A〉 is to |α〉).
As our overall procedure approximates |α〉 by |A〉, which by eq. (3) differ in trace
distance by ≤ 2(1−g)/2√‖α‖1, we should choose δ1 to represent a trace distance of about
the same amount (resulting in
√
2 times this distance overall). Then eq. (12) reads
L ≤ log
(
1
2δ2
)
× 1
2
(
1 + g + log ‖α‖1
) × (√N + 1
2
)
.
This is in alignment with [Gro00; San+19], who quote an approximate runtime bound
for their “linear coefficients” problem of O(g√N), where the authors omitted the
logarithmic error terms due to δ1 and δ2. One can verify that keeping track of amplitude
amplification errors throughout their procedure yields equivalent factors.
As the gradient state can store g values within dlog2 ge many qubits, we can load
high-precision numbers with little overhead, as shown in table 1.
3Wenote that this bound can bemade tighter by a constant factor up to two, by expanding (1−x)−1 ≤ 1+yx
for some y ∈ (1/2, 1] and correspondingly demanding x < (y + √y(4 + y) − 2)/(2y).
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bit precision g 2 4 8 16 32 (>float) 64 (>double)
 = 2−g ≤ 1
4
1
16
0.004 1.6 × 10−5 2.3 × 10−10 5.5 × 10−20
Toffolis
[San+19] variant 1 4 8 16 32 64 128
[San+19] variant 2 6 14 30 62 126 254
us 3 12 33 78 171 360
√
SWAP
[San+19] none
us 2 4 8 16 32 64
ancillas
[San+19] variant 1 5 9 17 33 65 129
[San+19] variant 2 4 6 10 18 34 66
us 1 2 3 4 5 6
Table 1: Reachable precision for a given gradient state |g〉G on q qubits, and non-Clifford
gate counts for each amplitude amplification iteration. Our SWAP network is
built as in fig. 1, and trivial gate optimizations are applied. Device topology
is not taken into account, where for planar architectures it is often the case
that more ancillas mean more reshuffling of information, with correspondingly
higher circuit depth.
2.3. Computational Primitives and Resource Requirements
There are two fundamental building blocks that we need to analyse: implementing an
amplitude gradient gate for states like eq. (4), and the phase kickback oracle unitary
Uω from eq. (6).
2.3.1. Phase Kickback Oracle
The way [GR02; San+19] analyse the complexity of implementing Uω is by assuming
there exists an oracle unitary Uamp that can calculate the desired amplitudes digitally, as
Uamp |i〉 |z〉 = |i〉 |z ⊕ Ai〉 (13)
for any bit string x ∈ {0, 1}g. How this oracle unitary is implemented is left unspecified;
in a sense this notion completely decouples the aspect of computing the coefficients
from loading these coefficients as actual amplitudes.
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|A〉
Z
|g〉G
Figure 1: Swap network for shuffling the xth qubit of the register |A〉 to its least
significant position, applying a phase flip there, and shuffling the qubits back
to their original position. Shown is the example g = 2, which yields 4 bits
of precision for the data to be loaded, as shown in table 1. The network is
straightforward to generalize for larger g, and requires at most 2gdlog2 ge
controlled SWAP operations; in many cases, further optimizations can be
applied (in this case the two shaded swaps are redundant because they are
outside of the causality cone of the Z-gate, cf. table 1). A controlled SWAP
operation—or Fredkin gate—can be implemented using a single Toffoli and
two CNOTs [SD96].
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Sanders et al. employ a non-Clifford step that requires a comparator circuit to
implement Uω, mediated by a conditional flip of a flag qubit
|A〉 |B〉 |0〉 7−→ |A〉 |B〉

|1〉 A ≥ B
|0〉 A < B
used to transduce the amplitudes into an ancillary system. Comparing two g bit numbers
in this fashion can be done using g Toffoli gates [Cuc+04; Gid18]; as the method for
this comparison is by exploiting binary addition (or rather subtraction) which in this
case is performed in-place, the register |Ai〉 first has to be copied to a temporary slot
(which is always possible as it is a computational basis state). The comparator thus
requires g + 1 ancillas, and 2g Toffoli gates (as the comparison subroutine has to be
uncomputed as well).
In our case, the register |x〉 stems not from uniformly-distributed bins, but from a
binary tree partition; as such, what needs to be done is to flip the sign of |x〉 if the
xth bit of Ai is 1. With the use of g ancillas it is straightforward to perform such a
bit-by-bit comparison with 2g Toffoli gates (assuming |x〉 is stored as one-hot mask),
which matches the bound given in [San+19]; yet in that case, we might as well have
used their method in first place.
If we want to be qubit-conservative (and assuming |x〉 is stored in binary), one can
alternatively decompose a dlog2 ge + 1-control Toffoli gate into primitive resources
(to e.g. check the address register |x〉 = |5〉, and that Ai5 = 1, and conditionally flip a
single ancilla). This can be done with 32dlog2 ge − 96 T or T† gates [He+17]. This
method results in roughly 8 log2 g times the Toffoli gate count as in [San+19]. A better
approach is to use a custom permutation network as shown in fig. 1, which shuffles the
xth bit to the bottom position, where a Z operation can be performed. This results in the
use of 2g log2 g Toffoli gates, i.e. an overhead of log2 g as compared to [San+19]; the
resulting SWAP networks can often be optimized further, by considering the light cone
of the phase flip Z that is applied to the xth bit. We summarise our resulting Toffoli
counts in table 1.
As an observation we note that if the oracle Uω is implemented such that one can
query individual bits of the vector A to be loaded, no comparison is necessary at all;
while this looks like sweeping unwanted complexity of the algorithm under the rug, we
note that querying individual bits is arguably a milder assumption than assuming the
oracle can be queried to internally perform a comparison to a number given.
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√
X
√
X
√
X
=
T
H T T† H
Figure 2: Left:
√
SWAP chain used to create a |g〉G state, as described in section 2.3.2.
Right: implementation of
√
CNOT using 3 T-gates.
2.3.2. Amplitude Gradient State
Let us finally turn our attention to the gate complexity of preparing an amplitude
gradient state |g〉G as in eq. (4). Assuming for now that the state space is that of
a qudit Cg, and with access to arbitrary rotations around X—i.e. gates of the form
Ui j(θ) = exp(iθXi j) for θ ∈ [0, 2pi) and where Xi j generates rotations in the subspace
spanned by |i〉 and | j〉, we can iteratively apply
|0〉 U01(θ1)7−−−−−→ cos θ1 |0〉 + sin θ1 |1〉
U12(θ2)7−−−−−→ cos θ1 |0〉 + sin θ1(cos θ2 |1〉 + sin θ2 |2〉)
...
with a suitable sequence of angles θi . Yet implementing arbitrary single qubit rotations
again requires non-Clifford gates, and compiling qudit operations down to the dlog2 ge-
sized qudit register that |g〉G resides on likely requires even more such resources.
An easier way of creating an amplitude gradient state for g = 2i − 1 is if we allow
ourselves to sacrifice a single dimension as slack space, create a state
1
2g
(
2(g−1)/2 |0〉 + 2(g−2)/2 |1〉 + . . . +
√
2 |g − 1〉 + |g〉 + |g + 1〉
)
(14)
and ignore the slack dimension |g + 1〉 in all subsequent operations; to see that this
does not introduce an additional error, note that the entire procedure simply acts as
if the amplitudes Ai are really given to g + 1 bits of precision—where the last bit has
twice the weight as the second-to-last—but it just so happens that all Ai,g+1 = 0.
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A state like eq. (14) is readily prepared if we have access to a g + 1-sized ancilla
register; note that we do indeed have access to a g-sized space already, since whenever
we apply the gate G, the register storing the amplitudes Ai is reset to |0〉⊗g. In this
case, with the aid of successive
√
CNOT12-gates and CNOT21, and e.g. for g = 4, we
perform the operation
|1000〉 7−→ 1√
8
(√
4 |1000〉 +
√
4 |0100〉
)
7−→ 1√
8
(√
4 |1000〉 +
√
2 |0100〉 +
√
2 |0010〉
)
7−→ 1√
8
(√
4 |1000〉 +
√
2 |0100〉 + |0010〉 + |0001〉
)
.
We then convert the unary representation into a binary representation in the |g〉G-state,
e.g. |0100〉 |00〉G 7→ |0100〉 |10〉G , which is straightforward with a sequence of hard-
coded CNOT gates. To finally unentangle the ancilla register, we apply half of the swap
network in fig. 1 which results in a state |0001〉 |g〉G , and reset the remaining |1〉 to |0〉.
The Toffoli cost of this amplitude gradient state preparation protocol is thus equal to
half the Toffoli cost of a g + 1-bit swap network; and g
√
CNOT12 = H2
√
cZ12H2 =
H2cS12H2, where cS is a controlled-S gate that can be implemented as cS12 =
(T1 ⊗ T2)CNOT12T†2CNOT12. The procedure is shown in fig. 2.
We also note that existing near-term quantum devices sometimes feature a variant
of SWAPθ gates natively, e.g. through the fSim gate [Goo+19, Eq. 53], and the above
sequence of successively moving the single |1〉-ancilla to the right with a 1/√2 factor
can simply be implemented directly using g
√
SWAP operations.
3. Optimized Bootstrapping
The amplitude amplification overhead from eq. (9) and the runtime bound in eq. (12)
indicate that even if our aim was to load a uniform distribution, there would be a
L1L2 ≈
√
N cost; this is not an artefact of our construction, but an overhead already
present in Grover’s original black-box state loading paper. But we already start with a
“uniform” initial state, |s〉—so where does this overhead originate?
The point to look at is the gradient state |g〉 from eq. (4), which doesn’t serve as
a good initial state for all possible amplitude vectors to be loaded. In fact, it weighs
every bit as equally likely to occur in the final state to be loaded. What we should
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choose instead is a gradient state representing the most likely bit configuration to occur,
weighted by the significance of the bit. For instance if N = 64 and αi = 1/8 for all i,
then Ai = 0.001, and the best initial vector thus consists of a single “on” bit, namely
the 1/8th position |α, 0〉 = 0 |0〉+0 |1〉+ |2〉. In this example no amplitude amplification
round is necessary at all, since |s〉 is already a uniform superposition.
In brief, what we need to choose is an initial state |β〉 = ∑g
j=1 βj | j〉 such that the
overlap with the intermediate target state is maximized, i.e.
N−1∑
i=0
〈β|
g∑
j=1
2−j/2Ai j | j〉 =
g∑
j=1
βj2−j/2
N−1∑
i=0
Ai j C
g∑
j=1
βj A¯j .
This is the case if |β〉 is chosen parallel to the vector defined by the coefficients A¯j
labelling the average j th bit weight. We thus setA¯〉 B 1‖ A¯‖2 g∑j=1 A¯j | j〉 . (15)
With this new initial state |s′〉 = N−1/2 ∑N−1i=0 |i〉 A¯〉 instead of eq. (5), we obtain a
shorter L ′1 time to amplify towards the intermediate target state |ω〉, namely due to√
λ′1 = 〈ω|s′〉 =
1√
N
1√‖A‖1 1‖ A¯‖2
N−1∑
i=0
g∑
j=1
2−j/2Ai j A¯j
=
1√
N
1√‖A‖1 1‖ A¯‖2
g∑
j=1
A¯j A¯j
=
1√
N
‖ A¯‖2√‖A‖1 . (16)
In conjunction with the unaltered second state loading stage described in section 2.1
and eq. (11), we have
λ′1λ2 ≥
1
N
‖ A¯‖22
‖A‖1
‖A‖22
‖A‖1 ≥
‖ A¯‖22
N
‖α − 2−g‖22
‖α‖21
≥ ‖ A¯‖
2
2
N
1 − 2 × 2−g‖α‖1
‖α‖21
=
1 − 21−g‖α‖1
N
( ‖ A¯‖2
‖α‖1
)2
.
We thus obtain an optimized state loading protocol with runtime
L ′ = L ′1L2 ≤ log(2/δ1) log(2/δ2)(1 + 21−g‖α‖1) ×
√
N
‖α‖1
‖ A¯‖2
. (17)
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L for N = . . . L ′ for N = . . .
distribution L ′ = O(·) 102 104 106 102 104 106
delta
√
N 10 100 103 10 100 103
uniform 1
...
...
... 1 1 1
triangle αi ∝ i 1
...
...
... 1 1 1
powerlaw† αr ∝ r−k (Fig. 3) Nδ(k) with δ(k) < 1/2
...
...
...

2
3
4
4
9
25
9
27
205
k = 1/2
k = 3/2
k = 2
normal† N(0, σ) (Fig. 4)

1 N / σ√
N/σ otherwise
...
...
...

1
1
5
1
3
44
1
22
440
σ= 104
σ= 100
σ= 1
random† αi ∼ unif(0, 1) (Fig. 5) 1
...
...
... 1 1 1
Table 2: Speedups due to optimized initial state for state loading, as compared to the
generic
√
N runtime. Explicit calculations are given in appendix A; for those
marked with †, runtimes are conjectured based on empirical analysis and
unlikely to be tight.
For a discretized set of amplidutes like A, eq. (16) gives the exact expression for
√
λ′1.
Yet the quantity ‖ A¯‖2—i.e. the 2-norm of the root of the average bit weight—appears
hard to get a handle on, in general. Yet we emphasise that in the black-box state loading
picture where we already assume the existence of the oracle unitary Uamp as in eq. (13)
anyways, with the aid of which estimating A¯j—i.e. the average value of the j th bit—is
straightforwardly done by executing the oracle a few times and performing single qubit
measurements. Hence for our purposes we assume that ‖ A¯‖2 is empirically known; we
analytically calculate or estimate the scaling of this quantity for various distributions in
appendix A.
We summarise the speedups obtainable for using optimised initial states for a series
of amplitude vectors in table 2. Particularly noteworthy is that states not even that
close to uniform—such as for a triangular set of coefficients where αi ∝ i with a trivial
16
oracle unitary Uamp = 1)—can still be simple to load; they require O(1) amplitude
amplification rounds . Furthermore, if the coefficients themselves are unknown (e.g. for
a random oracle) but at least their expected distribution is known, similar statements
of the runtime in expectation can be found. For instance for coefficients sampled
uniformly at random from the unit interval (modulo normalisation) we empirically find
a O(1) scaling for state loading as well.
We note that the number of amplitude amplification rounds given by the L ′-times
from table 2 for the powerlaw distribution appears to match up with the “search with
advice” protocol by Montanaro [Mon09, Prop. 3.4], in the sense that if we used our
state preparation protocol to prepare an advice state, then the “search with advice”
runtime T empirically satisfies T × L ′ = O(√N).
4. Generalised State Loading
As already mentioned in the introduction, we note that our black-box state loading
technique really loads a state
|ψ〉 =
N−1∑
i=0
©­«
g∑
j=1
bi jwj
ª®¬ |i〉
for some boolean matrix B = (bi j) and weight vector w = (wj), where so far we simply
assumed that wj = 2−j—which is ideal for loading a binary representation of the
coefficients αi ≡ ∑j bi jwj = ∑j Ai j2−j . Yet we can consider the more general case
where the wj are arbitrary weights, e.g. distances in a weighted graph for producing
a state to sample from a Travelling Salesman instance, or any other task where fixed
scores wj are assigned (or not assigned) to individual items i.
The state loading procedure is the same as in section 2.1 but for a change in the
amplitude gradient state created with a unitary G, which we replace with a unitary
W |0〉 =
g∑
j=1
√
wj | j〉 .
Naturally, optimised bootstrapping as explained in section 3 can be applied in this
context as well.
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5. Conclusion
In this paper we have improved [San+19]’s state of the art black box quantum state
loading protocol with regards to two metrics: i. an exponentially reduced number of
qubits necessary for the same precision (at the expense of a slightly deeper circuit
per iteration, see table 1), and ii. a lower number of amplitude amplification rounds
required if the oracle’s average bit distribution is known (see table 2).
We derive runtime bounds for this optimised state loading protocol, and evaluate
them analytically—or empirically, where an analytic evaluation is difficult—for a set
of widely-used distributions. We find significant speedups as compared to agnostic
black box state loading: e.g. if the amplitudes follow a powerlaw distribution ∝ r−k
over 106 elements, agnostic black box state loading would require ∼ 103 amplification
rounds, irrespective of the powerlaw’s falloff exponent k. For k = 2—where most of
the probability mass is concentrated on a few elements—we still only require ∼ 440
amplification rounds; if the exponent was 1/2, it would be only 9. If we tried to
load said distribution with 64 bits of precision, [San+19]’s protocol would require 66
ancillas, whereas for us 6 suffice.
While our technique is only described for non-negative amplitudes, we expect that
they can be extended to negative and complex amplitudes (or those given in a different
number representation, such as polar coordinates) in a similar fashion to Sanders et al.
There are further optimisations one could think of. If, for instance, the amplitudes
are all from a fixed set of numbers αi ∈ S, then it is conceivable that a more efficient
number representation than binary can be derived. Similar to the generalised state
loading described in section 4, such a representation would likely improve the runtime
further, and require even fewer ancillas. Finally, an interesting question to pursue would
be in what concrete context the generalised black box state loading protocol can be
employed.
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A. Optimized Initial State Calculations
Wepresent calculations for the speedups presented in table 2, focusing on the dependence
of L ′ given in eq. (17) in N , i.e.
L ′ ∼ √N ‖α‖1‖ A¯‖2
.
Delta Distribution. A single element is marked; hence ‖α‖1 = ∑i αN−1i=0 = 1. With
an optimized state loading protocol we first need to determine the average bit weights
A¯j as defined just before eq. (15), i.e.
A¯j = 2−j/2
N−1∑
i=0
Ai j .
As Ai0 denotes the most significant bit, i.e. the 1/2’s, as laid out at the start of section 2.1,
we can assume that for the single marked element i′ we have Ai′ j = 1 for all j = 1, . . . , g,
and Ai j = 0 for all i , i′. Then A¯j = 2−j/2, and thus
1 − 2−g ≤ ‖ A¯‖22 =
g∑
j=1
2−j ≤ 1
21
By eq. (17) we get L ′1 = O(
√
N).
Uniform Distribution. All elements are marked; hence αi = 1/
√
N , and ‖α‖1 =∑
i αi = N/
√
N =
√
N . For the discrete case we assume there exists one k such that
2−k = 1/√N . For this k we then have Aik = 1 and Ai j = 0 for all j , k, and for all
i. Thus A¯k = 2−k/2 × N = N3/4 and A¯j = 0 for all j , k. Hence ‖ A¯‖2 = N3/4. By
eq. (17) we have L ′ = O(N1/4).
This is not yet ideal; we want to obtain a O(1) scaling. By choosing a different number
representation in which we obmit all higher-order bits j < k, we obtain A¯1 = N/
√
2
and A¯j = 0 for j , k; thus ‖ A¯‖2 ∼ N , and the constant runtime follows.
It is worth noting that this particular shortcut is a variant of using the more generalised
state loading protocol from section 4, with the weights corresponding to an optimized
choice of the distribution’s bit representation.
Triangle Distribution. We have αi ∝ i for i = 0, . . . , N − 1, which with normalisation
under the 2-norm yields
αi = i/
√
N(N − 1)(2N − 1)/6.
This means
‖α‖1 =
√
3
2
N(N − 1)√
N(N − 1)(2N − 1)
∼
√
3
4
N2
N3/2
=
√
3
4
√
N .
We assume for simplicity that N and the bit representation is chosen such that
A0 = 0.0 · · · 000, A1 = 0.0 · · · 001, A2 = 0.0 · · · 010, . . . , AN−1 = 0.1 · · · 111.
This means each bit is equally likely, and is set to one for precisely half of the N
amplitudes; it immediately follows that A¯j = 2−j/2N/2, and thus
‖ A¯‖2 = N2
√√ g∑
j=1
2−j =
√
1 − 2−g N
2
.
It follows that L ′ = O(1).
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Figure 3: Runtime L (black, from eq. (12)) and L ′ (blue, from eq. (17)) on vertical
axis, evaluated empirically for a powerlaw distribution with various choices
of the falloff exponent k, and various element counts N on the horizontal axis.
The kinks where the runtime decreases for increasing N emerge from cases
where we shifted the highest-significance bit to more effectively represent
the distribution’s dynamic range, as done and explained in the case of the
uniform distribution.
Powerlaw Distribution. A powerlaw distribution is given by weights ∝ r−k , for
k ∈ (0,∞), and where k indicates the rank of the element (if sorted). As our amplitude
vector α is normalised by the 2-norm, we will assume the task to be to load the
amplitudes
αr =
r−k
H1/2
N,2k
for r = 1, . . . , N
and where the normalisation is given by the Harmonic number HN,k B
∑N
r=1 r
−k ; then
‖α‖2 = 1 as can be easily verified. Fig. 3 shows the resulting runtimes, for various
powerlaw falloff choices.
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Figure 4: Runtime L (black, from eq. (12)) and L ′ (blue, from eq. (17)) on vertical
axis, evaluated empirically for a normal distribution with various choices of
standard deviation σ, and various element counts N on the horizontal axis.
The kinks where the runtime decreases for increasing N emerge from cases
where we shifted the highest-significance bit to more effectively represent
the distribution’s dynamic range, as done and explained in the case of the
uniform distribution.
Normal Distribution. A normal distribution is given by weights ∝ exp(−x2/2σ2),
for x ∈ R, and where σ > 0 denotes the standard deviation. In our discrete case, we
simply assume that αx is proportional to this weight, normalised such that ‖α‖2 = 1.
Fig. 4 shows the resulting runtimes, for various standard deviation choices.
The scaling suggests that if the standard deviation is large in the context of the
number of samples, then the runtime is O(1); otherwise O(√N/σ).
Random Distribution. In case the distribution we wish to load is itself randomly
sampled uniformly from the interval [0, 1]—i.e. not with uniform weights, but where the
αi are random samples from [0, 1], and the overall vector normalised—one can calculate
the runtime (in expectation). If Xi ∼ unif(0, 1) are uniform iid random variables, we
have
‖α‖1 =
∑N−1
i=0 αi√∑N−1
i=0 αi
=
∑
i E(Xi)
E
[√∑
i X2i
] ≤ N/2√
N
=
√
N/2.
We can check empirically how ‖ A¯‖2 scales; this is shown in fig. 5, and the scaling
suggests that ‖ A¯‖2 = Ω(N). As a result, by eq. (17), we have L ′ = O(1).
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Figure 5: 2-norm of average bit weight ‖ A¯‖2 (black) for a random distribution, where
amplitudes are drawn uniformly at random from [0, 1], and then normalized.
As reference in red is the diagonal N , indicating that ‖ A¯‖2 = Ω(N).
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